The language in the instructions pertaining to Item 6a is meant to reflect the same test that we use for the foreign exemptions. If the UPE controls foreign entities with any sales into the US (even intracompany sales), then those entities must be listed in 6a if they have total assets of $10M or more.

Good evening,

I have a quick question regarding if subsidiary sales of intellectual property royalties to a parent corporation qualify as “sales in or into the US” under 6(a). As indicated by Informal Interpretation 1407004, “foreign entities are only listed in 6(a) if they have intracompany (or direct to customer) manufacturing sales into the US.” As such, it is our interpretation that whether the subsidiary/entity is foreign or domestic, intracompany non-manufacturing sales (i.e., IP royalties) do not qualify as sales in or into the US under 6(a). Do you agree?

Please feel free to reach out by telephone or email if you have any question.

Thank you,
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